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Outdoor Projector Enclosure – ProEnc
ProEnc – COMPLETE protection for your projector; weatherproof, vandal resistant,
AND secure.

Are you thinking of using a projector outdoors? Well look no further....

We have used our 20+ years experience of manufacturing electronic housings and
developed our protective outdoor projector enclosure, so that you can rest assure that your
hardware is protected 100% in our outdoor projector enclosure.
What makes us different.
We are a specialist manufacturer of outdoor housings for digital signage hardware, our
solutions have been deployed in locations such as Finland, Vancouver Canada, Manhattan
New York, Phoenix Arizona and Midlothian Texas to name a few - so we know what is
needed to protect the internal hardware from the hostile environment outside.
Using our 5 years experience in AV and digital signage, we have used the valuable
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input into this product. So we are not coming just from a manufacturing point, but also an
installer and end user perspective has also been thought into the design.
Projector enclosure construction.
Our protective projector housing is manufactured from heavy gauge sheet steel, welded
for maximum strength and rigidity, and powder coated in an outdoor grade finish. Available
in black to reflect the heat.
The door is secured with high security locks, to protect your investment, however
maintenance is quick and simple, by opening the door and using the quick release
concealed hinges, so full uninterrupted access is provided.
Our protective projector housing allows anyone to use a projector outdoors 24/7 with the
ultimate in protection.
Projector enclosure climate control.
Our intelligent climate control system within the protective housing provides all the
necessary cooling and heating that is thermostatically controlled (AC is an optional extra if
required), and eliminates any dreaded condensation to form within the housing.
Now you can put your projectors outdoors and the lifespan to be the same as if it was
indoors, by putting your projector in our ProEnc.
Lens window.
Made from unbreakable, optical quality Lexan and sealed to NEMA 4 (IP65), these provide
both protection from potential vandalism as well as ensuring the projected image is as
clear as possible.
What's the largest projector the ProEnc will fit?
Fits projectors up to the following maximum size: 18 15/16” wide x 20 1/2” long x 8 5/8”
high (480mm wide 520mm long and 220mm high). Larger/custom enclosures available
upon request.
Warranty.
As standard we offer a 3 year warranty on the housing and the electronics inside.
Nothing comes close to protecting your outdoor projector than a ProEnc, for more details
and optional extras, please contact us on 0843 2893717
Weight excluding projector- 25KG
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Custom options include:
Security lens cover – only lens is visible.
Media system – A built in media player with USB connection and external IR (remote
control receiver) extender allows you to show video's & photo slide shows using a USB
stick or connect to the internet for live streaming.
TV systems – With a built in TV digital receiver, external IR (remote control receiver)
extender you can project large screen live TV and change channel without the hassle of
opening the unit. We can also provide audio-out leads to connect to an amplifier for
speakers.
Digital Signage package – Digital signage allows you to show video, text, pictures, flash
images on the screen at the same time. This gives you the perfect advertising tool for your
business. It is updated on your PC and then you just download to a USB stick and plug
in...it's that simple.
Protect your investment in your projector by giving it maximum protection.

